
Secondary Progressions For 1 Year Starting 1/1/97 - Diana Spencer

 

 

Intro for Astrologers

Secondary progressions represent a symbolic movement of the planets and cusps of the birth
chart. This progressed motion is based on the idea that each day after (or before) birth
corresponds to one year in the life. For example, if someone were born on October 5, 1960, then
their progressed chart at age 19 would correspond to a natal chart cast for October 24 (= 5 + 19),
1960. When we measure backward in time before the birth chart, we speak of converse secondary
progressions. The aspects formed by the secondary progressed planets and cusps among
themselves and with the natal placements indicate the unfolding of major life trends. The
progressions act like the unfolding of the "genetic code" of the birth chart and form the backdrop
against which the transits for a given period take place.

For example, when a person reaches age 28 or 29, the progressed Sun will have moved forward
about 29 degrees from its birth position, and the progressed Moon will have completed one entire
cycle around the birth chart. The first return of the progressed Moon to its natal position
corresponds to the transiting Saturn return at age 29 and marks the beginning of a new phase of
adult life.

To make optimal use of the progressed chart, it is useful to identify which house each planet rules
in the natal chart. As the planets aspect one another by progression, the matters related to the
houses they rule will come into focus. For example, someone with a Cancer 10th cusp (career
ruled by the Moon) and a Scorpio 2nd cusp (income ruled by Mars and Pluto) will experience
changes in income from career when aspects occur that involve the Moon and either Mars or
Pluto.

Progressed planets and angles move very slowly. The Moon is quickest and takes a little over two
years to progress through each house and sign, bringing matters related to its house and sign
position by progression into prominence in the life cycle. The house and sign placements of the
progressed Moon are the most important indicators of the affairs that will be most significant
during this 2 1/3 year period of the life cycle.

Progressed Sun, Mercury, and Venus move on average about one degree every year. Thus,
allowing a one degree orb, the influence of aspects formed by the Sun, Mercury, and Venus can
be felt about a year either side of the date that the aspect become exact. Mars progresses at about
half a degree a year, so its orb of influence may span a two year period before and after the date
of exactness. The heavy outer planets (Jupiter through Pluto) progress very slowly and may never
leave their natal sign or house positions. Progressed aspects of the slower planets can last decades
or even the entire life cycle. The interpretation of progressed slower planets in signs and houses is
very similar to interpreting those placements in a natal horoscope.

Aspects formed by progressed planets often have the most effect close to the date when they
become exact, but they are effective for at least a one degree orb before and after that date. The
aspects of the progressed Moon are ephemeral and influence the life For a month or two around
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the date of perfection. Progressed Moon aspects can also indicate the timing of other progressed
aspects. For example, in a year when the Sun makes a progressed aspect, the effects of the Sun's
progressed aspect are likely to be felt when the progressed Moon forms an aspect to the natal or
progressed Sun.

Aspects formed by Mercury and Venus are more significant and are usually felt for a few months
to a year on either side of the date that they become exact. Aspects of the progressed Sun and
Mars are quite significant and influence one's life for a year or more either side of the date of
exactness. When the slower planets make exact aspects by progression, they will have a major
influence, often lasting for several years, but most powerfully within a year of the time they occur
exactly. Usually the aspects formed by progressed slower planets (Jupiter through Pluto) already
exist in the birth chart and will color the personality development and the entire life course of the
individual.

The most important secondary progressions are those formed by the Midheaven, the Ascendant,
and the Sun. Virtually every significant life event will involve one or more of these progressions
within a one degree orb. For this reason, when using progressions to forecast for a particular year,
it is necessary to look at any exact progressed aspects that occur both in the year before and in the
year after the forecast period.

In addition, important life events will occur when progressed planets change sign, cross a natal
house cusp, or make a station. A planet makes a station when it appears to stop and change
direction from the point of view of an observer on earth.

In the following report you will find a listing of the sign and house positions of the progressed
planets, followed by all the exact aspects formed during the coming year. In reading this report,
consider the house and sign placements of progressed planets as describing the general
background in which the aspects will manifest. When a progressed planet changes sign or house,
an event often occurs related to the nature of the new sign or house. These placements will give
you a general sense of the areas being emphasized by progression at this time in your life. The
"orb" next to the planets in signs and houses indicates how many degrees the progressed planet
has entered into the sign or house.

The exact aspects of progressed planets to natal planets will give you an idea of what types of
situations and events are likely to occur over the coming year. Progressed aspects being formed
by the slower planets will have the most significance. In order of importance of their progressed
aspects, the planets are Pluto (profound changes), Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Sun,
Venus, Mercury, and the Moon (ephemeral changes).

Any given year is likely to have many progressed Moon aspects and few or no progressed aspects
of the Sun and other planets. In reading this report, pay special attention to the aspects formed by
the Sun, Ascendant, Midheaven, and the planets other than the Moon. In other words, any
"non-Moon" progressed aspects will carry a great deal of weight and will have a major and
memorable impact on the year being studied.

The interpretations in this report describe some typical situations that might be indicated by each
aspect. They are derived from centuries of astrological observation and recorded experience.
Nonetheless, these delineations represent only possibilities and not certainties. The paragraph for
each aspect will give you a sense of the general types of experience to expect but not the exact
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nature of what is about to happen.

The purpose of this report is to prepare you for both the positive and negative trends of the future
period you are about to enter. When difficult situations are indicated, it is best to consider what
you might be doing, thinking, or feeling that could foster such a situation to manifest. Virtually
all difficult aspects can be worked with to foster personal growth and to rechannel their
potentially harmful features into constructive manifestations. For example, if progressed Mars
(aggression, force) is about to square Neptune (carelessness, intoxication), this could manifest as
drunken driving, but it could also be an opportunity to put hard work (Mars) into realizing some
creative idea (Neptune). Perhaps the proverb says it best: forewarned is forearmed.

This report supplies an interpretation for the major aspects, namely, the conjunction, sextile,
square, trine and opposition. Sextiles and trines are considered harmonious and favorable. An
abundance of harmonious aspects will mark an easy-going year. Squares and oppositions are
considered discordant and stressful. An abundance of discordant aspects will mark a difficult
year, one that challenges us to grow and fosters our personal development. Conjunctions are
variable, depending on the planets involved and the aspects made by the conjunction.

Minor aspects are listed simply as harmonious or discordant. The reader should bear in mind that
the minor aspects are less potent that the major ones (trines, sextiles, squares, and oppositions).
Harmonious minor aspects are similar to sextiles and trines, and the interpretation for the trine
will occur in the text. Discordant aspects are similar to squares, and the interpretation for the
square will occur in the text.

The general division of aspects into harmonious and discordant is a bit too simplistic. A square or
opposition involving planets that are harmoniously placed in the birth chart is likely to produce
positive and productive results. A sextile or trine involving planets that are stressfully related in
the birth chart may trigger a period of stress and difficulty. It is best to read the progressed report
in conjunction with the natal chart and the current transits.

There is a lot of material in the report you are about to read. To orient yourself to the most
important trends during the time period of the report, begin by reading the house and sign
placements of the progressed Moon. Next read the text for any progressed aspects formed by
planets other than the Moon. These paragraphs will highlight the key themes for the forecast
period. Next read the aspects being formed by the progressed Moon to get a sense of the flow of
issues that will unfold. Finally, read the paragraphs for the progressed "non-Moon" planets in
signs and houses, as these will give the general ongoing background for this phase of your life.

 

 

 

 

Report Background: Planets That Have Changed Sign or House
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The Sun in the 8th House: 01-Jan-1997, Moving Forwards at Degree 13 in a 49 Degree
House

The Sun by progression is in the 8th house, placing a focus on joint resources, money from a
partnership, other people's money, sexuality, the occult, psychological issues, and matters related
to death and dying. A partner will do well financially, and there is a possibility of an inheritance
or a legacy during this period. Financial investments should do well. Your sexuality becomes an
important source of pride, enjoyment, and personal identity.

 

The Moon in the 6th House: 01-Jan-1997, Moving Forwards at Degree 13 in a 15 Degree
House

The Moon by progression is in the 6th house (the Moon stays in an average 30 degree house for a
little over two years). The focus is now on your health and any service you perform for others. If
you have not had a recent physical examination, call your doctor to schedule one. You are likely
to find yourself quite busy at work, and the emotional tension may take its toll on your health. A
sensible regimen of diet and exercise is just what the doctor ordered. Some will need to do work
with computers and data processing. Many will enjoy the company of their pets under this
progression. There is also a likelihood of spending more time with coworkers and with the
siblings of your parents (i. e. , aunts and uncles). You have a tendency to be more critical of
others.

 

Mercury in the 8th House: 01-Jan-1997, Moving Forwards at Degree 4 in a 49 Degree
House

Mercury by progression is in the 8th house. This marks a period of gaining insight into the
mysteries of the universe: death, reincarnation, sex, power, psychology, and the occult. Your mind
seeks to penetrate to the depth of a matter. On a mundane level you think about loans, mortgages,
jointly-held property, and joint finances. This is a good time for financial planning with your
partner.

 

Venus in the 7th House: 01-Jan-1997, Moving Forwards at Degree 14 in a 41 Degree House

Venus by progression is in the 7th house, bringing benefits to partnerships and close relationships.
For some this can indicate marriage. Others will profit from negotiations, contracts, disputes,
lawsuits, legal agreements, or running for political office. Your social life will improve, and you
may join with another in a creative joint venture or intellectual project.

 

Mars in the 9th House: 01-Jan-1997, Moving Forwards at Degree 4 in a 35 Degree House

Mars by progression is in the 9th house, channeling much of your energy into philosophical,
inspirational, religious, legal, or intellectual matters. Long distance travel, foreign language and
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culture, and higher education have a strong appeal. You may engage in some type of adventurous
sporting activity that takes your outdoors. An idea may attract you so much that you devote
yourself to its propagation. If Mars makes stressful aspects, problems may arise with travel, legal
matters, in-laws, or higher education.

 

The Sun in Leo: 01-Jan-1997, Moving Forwards at 13 Degrees

The Sun by progression is in Leo, emphasizing pride, creativity, enjoyment, confidence,
leadership, competition, self-assurance, personal magnetism, self-expression, warmth, fun,
extroversion, sincerity, directness, conscious awareness, personality integration, and wholeness.
Children or mental offspring become crucial to your sense of personal identity. You want others
to respect your authority, and you may assume a supervisory position. You wish to be
center-stage (king of the jungle) and achieve recognition. You may enjoy acting, theater, dance, or
other expressive art forms. Or you may develop an interest in sports or physical fitness. You
become more persuasive, fixed in your thinking, and able to promote your ideas. You would
benefit from a study of Jung's psychology of individuation.

 

The Moon in Gemini: 01-Jan-1997, Moving Forwards at 16 Degrees

The Moon by progression is in Gemini where it spends a little over two years. This is a very
active period, with much communication and busy work, and with many comings and goings.
You are restless, high-strung, and constantly on the go. Many contacts with siblings, neighbors,
and younger companions are likely. This is generally a good time for study, writing, public
speaking, teaching, taking examinations, correspondence, paper work, advertising, and sales. A
great deal of mental energy and activity accompany this progression. You feel restless if confined
and have a need to keep talking.

 

Mercury in Leo: 01-Jan-1997, Moving Forwards at 4 Degrees

Mercury by progression is in Leo, lending a fixed as well as a dramatic quality to your thought
processes. Once you make up your mind, you are convinced that your are correct. You tend to
overvalue your own ideas. You wish to write, teach, or assume an important position. You want
others to appreciate your mental abilities and accomplishments. You enjoy younger friends and
lovers, and are drawn to youthful activities. You view education as an important investment. Your
pleasures and hobbies are of an intellectual nature. You love to travel and to be exposed to new
ideas.

 

Venus in Cancer: 01-Jan-1997, Moving Forwards at 3 Degrees

Venus by progression is in Cancer. Home is where the heart is, and for you the heart is where
home is. You are tenacious in pursuing relationships that meet your basic security needs. Matters
related to real estate and property go well. You may feel a desire to decorate or beautify your
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home. Relationships with parents are pleasant. You begin to realize how much your relationship
with your mother affects your love life. You become fond of good food and of all things
domestic.

 

Progressed Saturn trine Venus: 01-Jan-1997, 0.87 deg. orb

See the interpretation for 01-Jan-1998

 

Progressed Mercury oppose Jupiter: 01-Jan-1997, 0.61 deg. orb

See the interpretation for 21-Apr-1997

 

Progressed Uranus oppose Moon: 01-Jan-1997, 0.29 deg. orb

An extended period before and after this date is a rebellious time that may be marked by
confrontation, nervous tension, and emotional crises. Abrupt changes may unexpectedly disrupt
your life. Rash, careless, or impulsive actions will cause difficulties. Upsets occur on the
domestic scene, perhaps due to your strong desire for independence. This can sometimes indicate
a break-up of a relationship or the termination of a pregnancy. There may be problems with
electrical devices, appliances, or major purchases made at this time. You may experience
difficulties with the women in your life. An unexpected estrangement or separation from your
mother or another woman is possible. Travel plans may suddenly go awry, and accidents while
driving or riding a bicycle may occur.

 

Progressed Venus conjunct Mercury: 01-Jan-1997, 0.20 deg. orb

See the interpretation for 05-Mar-1997

 

Progressed Mars in harmonious aspect to Uranus: 01-Jan-1997, 0.10 deg. orb

See the interpretation for 03-Mar-1997

 

Progressed Neptune conjunct Neptune: 01-Jan-1997, 0.02 deg. orb

See the interpretation for 01-Jan-1998

 

Progressed Moon oppose Ascendant: 23-Jan-1997, Entering Orb (1.00)
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See the interpretation for 21-Feb-1997

 

The Moon in the 7th House: 21-Feb-1997, Moving Forwards at Degree 0 in a 41 Degree
House

The Moon by progression is in the 7th house (the Moon stays in an average 30 degree house for a
little over two years), putting the spotlight on partnerships, binding agreements, intimate contacts,
and close personal relationships. You grow very attached to your loved ones and feel they are
"good enough to eat. " Some will marry under this progression. For others a significant new
relationship, an important consultant, or a business partner will enter the life. There is a chance of
legal involvements and dealing with lawyers.

 

Progressed Moon oppose Ascendant: 21-Feb-1997, Exact

The Moon crosses your Descendant today, symbolizing a month or two of emphasis on close
relationships in which you have a strong emotional involvement. Your partner may become quite
sensitive or moody. There may be more than usual contact, and possibly confrontation, with your
mother or with other women in your life. You become more aware of how your basic emotional
needs are being met. If you are perceptive enough, you will learn much about your own feelings
by observing the emotional reactions of close associates. If the progressed Moon receives
favorable aspects, this may indicate a marriage or the start of a significant intimate relationship.
Women may attract men with lunar qualities (emotional sensitivity, domesticity, etc. ) into their
lives.

 

Progressed Mars in harmonious aspect to Uranus: 03-Mar-1997, Exact

Within a year of this date you are creative, innovative, and pioneering. Pleasant unexpected
events eliminate boredom. You can achieve success in technical endeavors. Exciting or exotic
travel is possible. You may develop an interest in astrology and New Age disciplines. New
friends and associates prove stimulating. Romance may take you by surprise.

 

Progressed Venus conjunct Mercury: 05-Mar-1997, Exact

The period of about a year around this date is a peaceful, buoyant, cheerful, and enjoyable period.
Your social life will improve, and you may receive some type of recognition. You are able to
express your feelings with warmth and clarity. This is a good time to pursue an interest in art,
music, and beauty. Communication goes well in close relationships. Business and commercial
interests, communications, travel, transport, sales, writing, teaching, studies, secretarial work, and
other Mercurial matters will prosper. Benefits may come through siblings, neighbors, relatives, or
subordinates. Students may receive scholarships or awards. You may receive good news about a
sibling or female relative. This aspect often correlates with the birth of a girl into the family. If
this conjunction forms adverse aspects, there can be difficulties with the above matters, trouble
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with female relatives, kidney problems, or ill health due to excess or self-indulgence.

 

Progressed Moon oppose Ascendant: 08-Mar-1997, Leaving Orb (0.50)

See the interpretation for 21-Feb-1997

 

Progressed Moon in discordant aspect to Jupiter: 06-Apr-1997, Entering Orb (0.20)

See the interpretation for 12-Apr-1997

 

Progressed Moon in discordant aspect to Jupiter: 12-Apr-1997, Exact

This can signify some type of loss, costly extravagance, or unwise expenditure. During the month
or two before and after this date, overindulgence and overconfidence can cause problems. If you
have the money, this can be a time of exuberant spending, shopping until you drop, as the saying
goes. Beware of starry-eyed optimism. You may pay the price for unregulated emotions. Do not
make large purchases, including real estate, without checking all the details and consulting with a
financial advisor. A speculative investment that seems like a sure thing now may later be unable
to deliver on its promises. There is no free lunch. Excessive alcohol or fatty food intake can
adversely affect your liver. A woman in your life may suffer difficulties due to some type of
excess. Travel or education may be more expensive than anticipated. Problems may arise with
in-laws, or with religious or legal matters. On occasion, this aspect will correlate with an
unwanted pregnancy.

 

Progressed Mars trine Venus: 15-Apr-1997, Entering Orb (1.00)

See the interpretation for 01-Jan-1998

 

Progressed Moon in discordant aspect to Jupiter: 15-Apr-1997, Leaving Orb (0.10)

See the interpretation for 12-Apr-1997

 

Progressed Mercury oppose Jupiter: 21-Apr-1997, Exact

During the span of about a year (longer if Mercury is approaching a station) before and after this
date you have a tendency to put your foot in your mouth. Problems may arise through the written
or spoken word. Misinterpretations and misrepresentations are possible and can cause legal
disputes or complications. Avoid arrogance when talking with others. Subordinates may prove
unreliable or may promise more than they can deliver. Writing and publishing may run into snags.
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Be careful to read the fine print and keep a copy of important documents that you sign.
Overconfidence may cause difficulties with travel or transportation. Siblings, in-laws, young
people, neighbors, subordinates, professional acquaintances, and those at a distance may be a
cause for concern. Overly ambitious thinking, inattention to details, poor judgment, and lack of
foresight can cause business problems. With other aspects indicating carelessness, a travel
accident is possible.

 

Progressed Mars in harmonious aspect to Uranus: 01-May-1997, Leaving Orb (0.10)

See the interpretation for 03-Mar-1997

 

Progressed Mars in discordant aspect to Neptune: 08-May-1997, Entering Orb (0.20)

See the interpretation for 02-Sep-1997

 

Progressed Saturn in harmonious aspect to Moon: 04-Jun-1997, Entering Orb (0.20)

See the interpretation for 01-Jan-1998

 

Progressed Moon trine Midheaven: 09-Jun-1997, Entering Orb (1.00)

See the interpretation for 09-Jul-1997

 

Progressed Moon in harmonious aspect to Uranus: 02-Jul-1997, Entering Orb (0.50)

See the interpretation for 17-Jul-1997

 

Progressed Moon trine Midheaven: 09-Jul-1997, Exact

During the month or two before and after this date be on the lookout for opportunities to advance
your career or improve your domestic situation. Family matters proceed harmoniously. This
aspect is one indicator of a marriage or the birth of a child within the extended family. A chance
to move, relocate, or redecorate your home may present itself. Benefits come through women.
Real estate matters go well. Fortunate professional changes are possible.

 

Progressed Moon in harmonious aspect to Uranus: 17-Jul-1997, Exact

The month or two before and after this date are an emotionally exciting and stimulating time. You
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enjoy unexpected changes. Your domestic life sparkles, and you may purchase modern gadgets
for the home. This can sometimes indicate a marriage (in a man's chart) or the birth of a child.
You have an opportunity to make new friends and explore unconventional ideas. A chance
encounter can dramatically alter your life. Pleasant surprises and unanticipated travel may spice
up your life. This is a great time to study astrology. Inventors can be especially creative now. You
can profit through computers, technology, and electronic devices.

 

Progressed Mercury oppose Jupiter: 20-Jul-1997, Leaving Orb (0.50)

See the interpretation for 21-Apr-1997

 

Progressed Moon in discordant aspect to Neptune: 21-Jul-1997, Entering Orb (0.20)

See the interpretation for 27-Jul-1997

 

Progressed Moon trine Midheaven: 24-Jul-1997, Leaving Orb (0.50)

See the interpretation for 09-Jul-1997

 

Progressed Moon in harmonious aspect to Uranus: 25-Jul-1997, Leaving Orb (0.25)

See the interpretation for 17-Jul-1997

 

Progressed Moon in discordant aspect to Neptune: 27-Jul-1997, Exact

During the weeks before and after this date you may need to deal with a loss, sorrowful event, or
emotional disappointment. Your wishful thinking can cloud your objective mind, and you may act
against your own best interests. Beware of deception, theft, con games, and offers that sound too
good to be true. Secure your valuables for safekeeping. There is a tendency toward carelessness,
escapism, martyrdom, victimization, and unrealistic thinking. Look both ways before crossing the
street. Trouble may involve the women in your life, perhaps through unexplained illness or
substance abuse. A craving for sensation can lead to unwise decisions.

 

Progressed Moon in discordant aspect to Neptune: 30-Jul-1997, Leaving Orb (0.10)

See the interpretation for 27-Jul-1997

 

Progressed Moon trine Moon: 07-Aug-1997, Entering Orb (1.00)
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See the interpretation for 06-Sep-1997

 

Progressed Moon in harmonious aspect to Venus: 12-Aug-1997, Entering Orb (0.20)

See the interpretation for 18-Aug-1997

 

Progressed Venus conjunct Mercury: 12-Aug-1997, Leaving Orb (0.50)

See the interpretation for 05-Mar-1997

 

Progressed Moon in harmonious aspect to Venus: 18-Aug-1997, Exact

This is a positive influence for your emotional, romantic, domestic, and social life. Love is in the
air, and wedding bells may sound. For a month or two before and after this date you can expect to
receive invitations, gifts, favors, and pleasant phone calls. There is a positive effect on finances,
and any artistic endeavors proceed smoothly. You may find yourself improving your personal
appearance or redecorating your home. Plan a party, trip, vacation, or celebration during the week
or two around the date that this aspect becomes exact. Travel involving pleasure or women can be
quite enjoyable.

 

Progressed Moon in harmonious aspect to Venus: 21-Aug-1997, Leaving Orb (0.10)

See the interpretation for 18-Aug-1997

 

Progressed Mars in discordant aspect to Neptune: 02-Sep-1997, Exact

The year before and after this date may be a time of depression, sadness, inner turmoil, or
self-destructive behavior. Not uncommonly this aspect correlates with some type of loss or
bereavement. Confusion, intoxication, or carelessness can lead to an accident or violent incident.
There is a danger of disappointment, escapism, mental or emotional imbalance, dissipated energy,
illness, problems with drugs or alcohol, or some type of exploitation, treachery, or deceit. Be
careful around cars, motorcycles, machinery, guns, and other weapons. Drinking and driving do
not mix. This aspect can indicate some type of injury or victimization at the hands of a deceitful
or unscrupulous man. Women must be careful because, with other stressful aspects, this can
occasionally indicate the risk of physical or sexual abuse. Dissatisfaction and feelings of
inferiority may also mark this period. Since Mars can signify aggressive instincts, conflicts may
arise with individuals characterized by Neptune (e.g., actors, artists, poets, photographers,
religious or charity workers, drug users, alcoholics, etc. ).
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Progressed Mercury in harmonious aspect to Pluto: 02-Sep-1997, Entering Orb (0.20)

See the interpretation for 08-Oct-1997

 

Progressed Moon trine Moon: 06-Sep-1997, Exact

For a month or two before and after this date you will experience emotional harmony and
domestic tranquillity. Your popularity increases, and your relationships with women and with the
public at large are favored. Friendships prosper. You desire increased intimacy and rapport with
others. This aspect may indicate a pregnancy, marriage, or birth in the family. Emotional support
is available when you need it. Matters related to real estate or domestic needs should go well.

 

Progressed Moon trine Moon: 21-Sep-1997, Leaving Orb (0.50)

See the interpretation for 06-Sep-1997

 

Progressed Mercury in harmonious aspect to Pluto: 08-Oct-1997, Exact

The span of about a year (longer if Mercury is approaching a station) before and after this date
will present an opportunity to study in depth and develop your own ideas about a topic. You may
have a chance to travel, lecture, do research, learn a language, write, or get to the bottom of
mysterious circumstances. Your mind is especially observant, sharp, and penetrating. You may
receive public recognition and your words may influence the masses. You may receive favorable
news regarding insurance, alimony, loans, investments, or joint finances. A study of occult topics
may be appealing. This aspects sometimes correlates with parenthood or the birth of a sibling.

 

Progressed Mercury in harmonious aspect to Pluto: 26-Oct-1997, Leaving Orb (0.10)

See the interpretation for 08-Oct-1997

 

Progressed Mars in discordant aspect to Neptune: 31-Oct-1997, Leaving Orb (0.10)

See the interpretation for 02-Sep-1997

 

Progressed Moon inconjunct Saturn: 23-Nov-1997, Entering Orb (0.20)

See the interpretation for 29-Nov-1997
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Progressed Moon in harmonious aspect to Moon's Node: 24-Nov-1997, Entering Orb (0.50)

See the interpretation for 09-Dec-1997

 

Progressed Moon inconjunct Saturn: 29-Nov-1997, Exact

For a month or two before and after this date, required adjustments, adaptations, and demands on
your time may place a strain on your health, mood, stamina, or financial situation. Your concern
or worry may focus on your parents or the older people in your life. You may complain about
feeling overwhelmed by career matters or ambitious goals. Issues ruled by the natal house
containing Saturn or with Capricorn on the cusp may be a source of stress. Often this is a time of
feeling down, neglected, scapegoated, overworked, or abandoned. You should avoid self-pity and
a self-defeating attitude. Health problems are possible. Women may develop problems with their
breasts or reproductive organs and ought to have a gynecological examination during this period.

 

Progressed Moon inconjunct Saturn: 02-Dec-1997, Leaving Orb (0.10)

See the interpretation for 29-Nov-1997

 

Progressed Moon in harmonious aspect to Moon's Node: 09-Dec-1997, Exact

During the month or two around this day you will have the opportunity to form a close positive
emotional bond with another person. This is a favorable time for domestic or family matters and
for relationships with women in general. You will have opportunities to satisfy your emotional
needs. This sometimes correlates with a significant religious experience.

 

Progressed Moon in harmonious aspect to Moon's Node: 16-Dec-1997, Leaving Orb (0.25)

See the interpretation for 09-Dec-1997

 

Progressed Neptune conjunct Neptune: 01-Jan-1998, 0.01 deg. orb

This occurs only if Neptune turns from direct to retrograde or vice versa shortly after birth.

 

Progressed Saturn in harmonious aspect to Moon: 01-Jan-1998, 0.16 deg. orb

During a prolonged period before and after this date, your emotional control and steady
application will produce successful results. You are capable of deep concentration and persistent
effort. You fulfill your domestic duties and responsibilities with equanimity. Matters related to
property and real estate develop productively. Relationships with family and women are solid and
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